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Modern information society has influenced all fields of people’s activities, 

accordingly educational sphere. N. Gnatyuk claims that individual’s professional 

competence is directly dependent of his feeling in data flows and his ability to use 

them [1, p. 278]. Especially, it is connected with future computer science teachers 

that must not only know and use informational technologies but also raise 

corresponding abilities in their students. 

A valuable factor of raising level of education to completely new quality is not 

only providing of computer equipment and stuff for studying but also investigating 

and further implementation of pedagogical programs and different educational 

resources from various subjects. According to this, there is an actual problem of 

investigating new methods of teaching, educational facilities and its psycho-

pedagogical justification. With the help of multimedia tools, test-works and 

educational programs studying process becomes more interesting for students. 

To provide self-work for students of specialty 014.09 Secondary education 

(Computer Science) there was developed a new computer educational program within 

the discipline of «History of Computer Science». It can be used both as an additional 

resource in the audience or as the main source during test work. It must be stated that 

usage of the computer educational program within the discipline of «History of 

Computer Science» allows receiving following advantages: develop searching skills 

and information processing and capability of organizing personal studying process, 

raising level of knowing a subject [6, p. 36]. 

A description of functional characteristics of program variant is mentioned in 

[4] works, so let us pay attention to the ways of its realization on programming levels. 

During the investigation of programming method, a special attention needed solving 

of following problems: 

 reflection of text information in different formats;  
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 making a graphic interface with the cost of installing and usage of 

additional components; 

 reflection of video information of «History of Computer Science»; 

 organization of process of managing windows of knowledge control; 

 providing of saving of information in data base. 

A short characteristic of each of these. 

The program was investigated with the help of integrated circumstance of 

quick investigating of Delphi appendixes, which uses many of advanced ideas and 

concepts that are funded in graphical interface of Windows. The specialty of Delphi 

is the ability of making in it modern and effective programs for the work in 

operational system Windows and Linux, which work with multimedia, databases, 

information of different formats. Delphi is an integrated source, which connects 

interactive debugger, editor, form designer and different special modules. 

Investigating of programs in Delphi is based on using of visual projector 

technology, which provides formation of user interface with the help of visual and 

non-visual components [2, p. 12]. Project of computer educational program of 

«History of Computer Science» is made of fourteen forms, each has its own purpose. 

I must also say a couple of words about the data format, which is used in 

program method. Practical experience has shown that during the implementation of 

computer programs into the studying process there is often need of modifying the 

information. For instance, it can be improvement of the content of studying material, 

usage of programming method for different subjects. So, when the content of lectures 

and laboratory works was being made there were used outer files with the *.txt, 

*.htm, *.pdf formats that would allow strengthening its content without intrusion in 

inner structure of program file and its inner recompilation. 

The processing of data of different formats was done with the help of tool 

components of Delphi. To reflect *.txt format there was used component of Tmemo 

class, that is on a pallet of components Standart. It is a field of reflecting and editing 

of non-formatted text. TMemo component has a lot of properties for text editing, 

which assists to its usage in simple text editors for looking and editing text. 

As a way of observing data in *.htm and *.pdf formats it is used an ActiveX 

component of TWebBrowser that uses WebBrowser component that is in Microsoft 

Internet Explorer composition. In this way, it is on every single computer where 

Internet Explorer is installed. All latest versions of Windows include this component 

in standard distributive, and, moreover it is practically useless without it. To use 

TWebBrowser in your program, you must place this component, that is stated in 

Internet tab, on form and then call Navigate method. 

Making of graphical interface of electronic way of studying purpose was done 

with the help of establishing and using additional components or using images that 

had been made beforehand. For installing and using outer components in Delphi, you 

should make simple steps: 

1. Download Delphi. 

2. In upper menu select «Component» – «Install Component». 
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3. In this window opposite the field “Unit file name” you should press the 

“Browse” button and select the way to the file *.pas. In following window of 

compilation request press the “Yes” button. After compilation you can close it. The 

component will be installed afterwards [3, p. 170]. 

TMediaPlayer is used for watching video-fragments, it is situated on a System 

page, which gives access for all main abilities of multimedia processing. 

TMediaPlayer is introduced in the look of set of buttons, that are used for multimedia 

devices managing (compact-discs, sound cards etc.) video and audio files. Each 

button of the program has its name, which allows to a programmer to make needed 

button unseen or unavailable. Component automatically distinguishes the type of 

multimedia device according to the file format, and occupies managing of device 

given. With the help of changing FileName or DeviceType program can change a 

device that is connected to the component. 

For saving current information in computer studying program there was used 

relational database of Microsoft Access that is fulfilled demands of investigated 

program. To work with the database of *.mdb format in program, developed with the 

help of Delphi, Microsoft Access database is unneeded to install, as the project itself 

has all needed components to work with the majority of data bases. It is made 

through free ODBC driver. Despite this, to work with database, the presence of free 

MDAC (Microsoft Data Access Components) is needed, which automatically sets up 

with the Windows operational system installation. 
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